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Overview

Intact Cell Trapping

Algae Oil Pond Farm. Image by John MacNeill.
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Microeddies can trap and
hold algal cells (even motile
cells) and maintain viability for
more than six days. Maintaining
intact cells depends on the
shear stress generated during
trapping.

Solution - Microeddy Device

On-site algae
from pond.

Inject sample into
microeddy device.

Device generates
microeddy arrays to
trap individual cells,
and perform assays.

Real-time data is recorded,
analyzed on site, to
optimize production.

Steady streaming
eddies trap objects
at the eddy center

The device is driven by a pure harmonic
oscillation of the fluid at audible frequency
(2-20kHz) to Induce a steady secondary
eddy flow around the cylinder. Eddies can
trap both buoyant and dense particles6,7.
Oscillation frequency (ω) controls the
eddy size, amplitude (ε) controls the eddy
strength and shear stress acting on the
trapped object. Arrays enables highthroughput trapping8.
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Scientific Challenges
• Must keep cells intact because oil is in
the internal lipid body.
• Trapping statistics need to be related
to the original cell titer for cell count.
• Strategy for fast sensing of cellular
products is needed to achieve high
throughput.

Fast Sensing

We need fast and accurate
cell titre data to assess cell
productivity. Trapping should
obey Poisson statistics, as
verified below. We have
devised a simple method for
estimating λ at low titre.

Arrayed cylinders provide
large numbers of cells to
assay. Cell characteristics
are acquired in situ using low
resolution optics for colorimetric and fluorescence data.
Because we operate in the
small λ limit, optical data from
each trap represents per cell
quantities. Here we show the
auto-fluorescence signal from
the chlorophyll from 5 algal
cells (Chlamydomonas sp.)
trapped in the microeddies.

x=2.8*105/ml

# of Particles Trapped In Eddy

Steady Streaming Microeddies
The device is fabricated using
standard lithography methods
using PDMS molding.
• Easy implementation
• Small control volume
• Inexpensive mass
fabrication possible

Trapping Stats : Cell Titre

Probability

Growth in algal biofuels are driving an expansion of the acreage dedicated
to algae farming. Algal lipid production varies by the daily light/dark cycle,
ambient temperature, culture age, nutrients1,2, and is subject to invasive
species “culture crash”3. Current methods for monitoring algae
(chromatography, cytometry) require centralized analytical labs4,5. The
emerging algal farming industry requires distributed analytical tools that
support optimized bio-oil production in a low cost, real-time manner. This
research is developing microeddy-based tools for performing cell titre, lipid
quantification, and species identification on a low cost, compact platform.

Microeddy Device Can Resolve Challenges

Computer simulation shows
the local shear stress (color
table). Cells are trapped close
to the eddy center where shear
stress is moderate (comparable
to arterial flows). Maintaining cell
viability allows subsequent cell
sorting (not shown here).

Particle concentration can
then be correlated with λ
(expected occurrence), thus
we can determine cell titre
easily via trapping statistics.
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Conclusions and Implication for Commercialization
We show that these device:






Can trap cells and maintain
their viability.
Can rely on Poisson trapping
statistics to determine titre.
Cells can use low resolutions imaging to quickly
determine per cell quantities.
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